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It is of great importance to optimize the schemes of long through-type bus lines to adapt to the urban rail transit network. Focusing on the long through-type bus lines close to metro stations, a bilevel programming model on the adjustment schemes of bus lines is proposed, taking the impacts of urban rail transit network into account. The upper level model aims at adjusting the setting decisions of stop stations and vehicle headways of bus lines to minimize the passenger travel cost and maximize the benefits of bus operators. The lower level model is a passenger flow assignment model based on Logit-SUE considering the crowding perception of passengers in bus vehicles. Moreover, the constraint of average load factor of the bus line sections is considered. Then the genetic algorithm is applied to solve the proposed model, and a numerical example is conducted to verify the effectiveness. Results show that the value of the objective function of the model is improved by 27.2%, in comparison with the original scheme. Even though the average travel cost of passengers increases slightly, the bus line operation cost and the imbalance degree of load factors are reduced by 46.1% and 18.6%, respectively. The sensitivity analyses show that it is better to divide the long through-type bus line into several separate bus lines with independent operation, respectively, under the condition of unbalanced passenger flow distribution. Meanwhile, the multiple bus lines are more adapted to the unbalanced passenger flow distribution when the weight of the benefits of the bus operators in the total objective function is bigger. Besides, the lower time value that the passengers perceive, the more passengers willing to take bus than metro trains. As the increment of the passenger time value, the combination of feeder bus lines and a longer bus line is better for passengers’ trip demand than the long through-type bus line.

1. Introduction

Bus and urban rail transit play very important roles in public transport network in most big cities and there are both competition and cooperation between them. On one hand, it reflects their competitive relationship that the passengers could choose one of these two transportation modes to reach their destinations. On the other hand, that the passengers sometimes transfer from one of these two transportation modes to the other in one trip reflects their cooperative relationship. The function of bus lines in the comprehensive network may change with the development of the urban rail transit network in mega cities. The form of bus lines and their operation schemes should be optimized considering the impacts of urban rail transit network to achieve better cooperation between bus lines and urban rail lines.

Many researchers have investigated the optimization methods of the solo bus network over the past few decades and most of them focused on the optimization of bus lines and timetabling [1–3]. However, they did not consider the changes of passengers’ travel mode from single-mode to multimode and it will affect the bus network design. In the public transport network, there is a strong complementary and alternative relationship between bus transit and urban rail transit. The studies of the optimization methods of bus lines considering the rail transit network mainly involve three
aspects. Firstly, they studied the regulation means on existing bus network coordinating with one or a few new urban rail lines. Sun et al. [4] studied the optimization method of bus network design considering a new urban rail line. Secondly, they discussed the optimization methods of the feeder bus network connecting with urban rail stations. Chien et al. and Dijoseph et al. [5, 6] considered different influence factors in the optimization of feeder buses. Shrivastava et al. and Verma et al. [7, 8] built models to attain the feeder routes to urban railway stations, respectively. Also, Deng et al. and Wong et al. [9, 10] studied the feeder bus network design problem and proposed feeder bus network design models, from different angles. Besides, some researchers [11–13] studied the optimization methods of public transportation network consisting of more than one mode. These studies only considered the impacts of one urban rail station or a new urban rail line in the optimization, and the impacts of entire urban rail network on the long through-type bus line in the competitive trip mode were not considered.

Meanwhile, the designs of bus network and urban rail network are both based on passenger demand, and the imbalance of passenger demand is inevitable [14]. Ouyang et al. [15] formulated a methodological framework with the continuum approximation techniques to design bus networks for cities where travel demand varies gradually over space. For the bus or urban rail lines, the imbalance of demand is embodied in the imbalance of load factors of sections. Zhu et al. [16] proposed a bilevel model to solve the timetable design problem for an urban rail line considering the section loading-rates of trains. Xu et al. [17, 18] proposed that, for operating enterprises, considering the fairness of services for the passengers and the equality degree of train utilization rates, the imbalance of load factors should be avoided on the basis of meeting the demand of passengers. Thus, the imbalance of passenger demand should be considered in the optimization of bus network.

In this paper, a bilevel programming model is set up to optimize the long through-type bus lines with full consideration of the impacts of the rail transit network. At the same time, the load factors of associated bus routes are guaranteed in a reasonable range. The objective of upper level model is to minimize the passengers’ average trip cost and maximize the benefits of the bus operators, and the lower level model is a passenger flow assignment model based on Logit-SUE which takes the crowding perception of passengers in bus vehicles into account. Then a genetic algorithm is designed to obtain optimized form of bus line based on the proposed model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the bilevel programming model for the long through-type bus lines. Based on the proposed model, the genetic algorithm and MSA algorithm are developed in Section 3. In Section 4, a numerical experiment is conducted to show the application of the proposed model and algorithm, followed by the sensitivity analyses of the weight coefficients of two subgoals of the upper level model and the time value of passengers. The final section concludes the paper and discusses future research issues.

2. Bilevel Programming Model of Bus Line Design

2.1. Problem Description. This paper focuses on the optimization of the long through-type bus lines which are located in the dense area of rail transit network, as shown in Figure 1. This type of bus lines is usually long, most of which pass through the center area of the city. Usually, these bus lines have two crossing transfer points with the dense area of rail transit network and the bus stops between the two crossing transfer points are all located in the rail transit network. There is a competitive relationship between the bus line and the urban rail line between the two crossing transfer points. The bus line is composed of \( N \) stops, and the bus line sections are sequentially numbered as \( a, a = 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1 \). The passengers considered in this study include the ones who only take bus and the ones who take both the bus and the train in one trip.

The setting decision of a stop station determines whether the stop station is cancelled or reserved or the bus line is disconnected here. If the setting decisions of stop stations change, the trip choices of passengers may vary accordingly. For each OD, if and only when the bus line from O to D is not reachable, the passengers may transfer to another bus line. For each OD, the bus route that the passengers may transfer to is defined as the associated bus route (as shown in Figure 2) and it is the shortest one of other bus routes which can replace the bus route of original bus line from O to D.

The adjustment schemes of bus line involve the adjustment of the bus line form and the corresponding headways. The optimization model proposed in this paper is based on the following assumptions.

Assumption 1. The waiting time of each passenger at the bus stop is half the vehicle headway of the bus line.

Assumption 2. The passengers are not willing to transfer more than twice in urban rail systems in one trip.

Assumption 3. O and D points are all located at the stops of bus lines and the stations of rail transit network.

Assumption 4. For the passengers who choose the original bus line, if the bus line from O to D is still reachable after optimization, the passengers will choose the urban rail line or the optimized bus line; otherwise, the passengers will choose the urban rail line or the associated bus routes.

Assumption 5. The bus line can be broken down only at the bus stops which have the setting conditions for the initial and terminal stops.

2.2. Definitions and Notations. The following definitions and notations are used throughout the paper.

- \( Z_1 \): it is the average travel cost of all the passengers.
- \( z^1 \): it is the total cost of the passengers who do not transfer to associated bus routes.
- \( z^2 \): it is the total cost of the passengers who transfer to associated bus routes.
- \( Z_2 \): it is the benefits of the bus operators.
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**Figure 1:** The long through-type bus line.
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**Figure 2:** An example of passengers choosing the associated bus route.

\[ \dot{z}_1 \]: it is the operation cost of the bus line.
\[ \dot{z}_2 \]: it is the imbalance of the load factors of bus line sections.
\[ \psi \]: it is the function to normalize a variable.
\[ k \]: it is the total number of the bus lines after the optimization.
\[ \chi \]: it is the serial number of the bus lines after the optimization.
\[ I_\chi(I_\chi) \]: it is the collection of O (D) points in the line \( \chi \) (\( \chi = 1 \cdots k \)).
\[ R_{ij} \]: it is the collection of paths from \( i \in I \) to \( j \in J \), \( R_{ij} = R_{ij,1} \cup R_{ij,2} \cup R_{ij,3} \cup \hat{r}_{ij} \).
\( R_{ij,1} \) is the collection of paths each of which contains only the bus line, \( R_{ij,2} \) is the collection of paths each of which contains rail lines and one part of the bus line, \( R_{ij,3} \) is the collection of paths each of which contains rail lines and two parts of the bus lines, and \( \hat{r}_{ij} \) is the associated bus route.
\[ \hat{r}_{ij} \]: it is the number path, numbered the paths in \( R_{ij} \) in order of \( R_{ij,1}, R_{ij,2}, R_{ij,3} \), and \( \hat{r}_{ij} = 1, 2 \cdots m_{ij}, m_{ij} + 1, m_{ij} \) is the number of the paths except the associated bus routes.

\[ Q \]: it is the total number of passengers in the public transit network, \( Q = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij,1} \in R_{ij}} g_{ij} \).
\[ t_1 \]: it is the total waiting time of the passengers at bus stops and rail transit stations.
\[ t_2 \]: it is the total transfer time of passengers.
\[ \tilde{t}_{ij,1} \tilde{t}_{ij,2} \tilde{t}_{ij,3} \]: it is the transfer times between the transfer bus stop and rail transit station (between the nontransfer bus stop and rail transit station, in the rail transit network).
\[ l_1(l_2) \]: it is the average transfer distance between a transfer bus stop and a rail transit station (between a nontransfer bus stop and a rail transit station), \( m \).
\[ T_{rail} \]: it is the average transfer time between two urban rail lines in peak hours, \( \text{min} \).
\[ v_1 \]: it is the average walking speed for the passengers, \( \text{m/s} \).
\[ v_2 \]: it is the travelling speed of the bus line, \( \text{m/s} \).
\[ v_3 \]: it is the travelling speed of urban rail transit, \( \text{m/s} \).
\[ t_3 \]: it is the total time of passengers in the bus.
\[ l_{bus} \tilde{r}_{ij,3} \]: it is the length of the bus (urban rail) line in path \( r_{ij} \), \( m \).
\[ \Delta l_i (\Delta l_j) \text{: it is the length of each section of original bus line (urban rail lines), m.} \]
\[ \mu \text{: it is the total ticket price of the passengers, yuan.} \]
\[ \delta_{ij} (\delta_{ij}) \text{: it is the ticket price of bus (rail) line in path } r_{ij}, \text{ yuan.} \]
\[ \varphi_i (\varphi_j, \varphi_k) \text{: it is the penalty coefficient of the waiting time (the transfer time, the time in the bus vehicle).} \]
\[ \omega \text{: it is the conversion coefficient of time value, yuan/s.} \]
\[ f_3 (f_{ri}) \text{: it is the headway of the urban rail lines (associated bus routes } r_{ij} = r_{ij}, \text{ min.} \]
\[ N \text{: it is the total number of the stops of target bus line.} \]
\[ e \text{: it is the serial number of the bus stops, } e = 1, 2 \cdots N. \]
\[ S \text{: it is the collection of the bus stops located in the dense area of rail transit network.} \]
\[ n \text{: it is the total number of the bus stops in } S. \]
\[ e_{ij,2} \text{: it is the serial number of the bus stop in path } r_{ij} (r_{ij} \in R_{ij,2} \cup R_{ij,3}) \text{ where the passenger transfers to the rail transit stations.} \]
\[ e_{ij,3} \text{: it is the serial number of the bus stop in path } r_{ij} (r_{ij} \in R_{ij,3}) \text{ which the passenger transfers from the rail transit stations to.} \]
\[ x_i^1 \text{: it is the 0-1 variable to indicate whether the bus vehicle stops at this stop; it is determined by the decision variable of the upper level model } x_r. \]
\[ w_{ij}^r \text{: it is defined as the travel cost of passengers who choose the path } r_{ij}. \]
\[ n_{ij} \text{: it is the increase coefficient of path cost, } n_{ij} \in [0, 1], \text{ and it can be obtained through practical investigation.} \]
\[ k^x \text{: it is the number of original sections involved in line } x. \]
\[ \tilde{k}_x \text{: it is the number of actual sections involved in line } x. \]
\[ \pi^x \text{: it is the serial number of actual sections of the bus line } x. \]
\[ x_1, x_2, \ldots, k_x. \]
\[ e^r_i (e^r_j) \text{: it is the number of the initial point (terminal point) of section } \pi^x. \]
\[ Z_{ij} \text{: it is the seating capacity of bus vehicles.} \]
\[ g_{ij,r} \text{: it is the total number of the passengers who choose the path } r_{ij} \text{ before optimization.} \]
\[ \lambda_{ij}^\min \text{: it is the permissible minimum average load factor of the bus line sections.} \]
\[ \lambda_x \text{: it is the average load factor of the bus line sections.} \]
\[ \theta_1 (\theta_2) \text{: it is the weight coefficients of } Z_1 (Z_2) \text{ in the upper level model.} \]
\[ f_{\min} (f_{\max}) \text{: it is the maximum (minimum) headway of bus line.} \]
\[ \lambda_{max} (\lambda_{min}) \text{: it is the maximum (minimum) load factor of bus line sections.} \]
\[ q_{\max} \text{: it is the bus maximum transect volume of passengers.} \]
\[ \kappa \text{: it is the passengers perception coefficient for path costs.} \]
\[ Q_{ij} \text{: it is the number of the passengers from } i \text{ to } j. \]
\[ g_i^r \text{: it is the number of the passengers of section } a. \]
\[ \rho_{ij} \text{: it is the 0-1 variable, if section } a \text{ is in the path } r_{ij}, \rho_{ij}^w = 1, \text{ otherwise, } \rho_{ij}^w = 0. \]
\[ w_{ij}^r \text{: it is the cost of urban rail transit in } w_{ij}^r. \]
\[ w_{ij}^{r(\text{bus})} \text{: it is the cost of bus transit in } w_{ij}^{r(\text{bus})}. \]
\[ p_{r_{ij}}^a \text{: it is the mode choice probability of urban rail transit.} \]
\[ M \text{: it is the number of the possible line forms of target bus line.} \]
\[ \bar{n} \text{: it is the number collection of the stops which have the setting conditions for the initial and terminal stops.} \]

The decision variables in the model are shown as follows:

(1) The decision variables of the upper level model are as follows:

\[ f_x \text{: the headway of the bus line } x. \]
\[ x_2 \text{: the setting decision of the bus stop } e. \]

When } e \in S, if the stop is cancelled, } x_e = 1; \text{ if the stop is reserved, } x_e = 2; \text{ if the bus line is disconnected at this stop, } x_e = 0. \]

When } e \notin S, } x_e = 2.

(2) The decision variables of the lower level model are as follows:

\[ g_{ij,r} \text{: the number of the passengers who choose the paths in } r_{ij} \text{ from } i \text{ to } j. \]

2.3. Objective. The optimization on the adjustment schemes of the bus lines in the integrated public transport network involves both the service provider and the passengers. In order to describe the interplay between the two sides, a bilevel programming model is presented here.

2.3.1. The Upper Level Model. The objective function of the upper level model consists of the following parts.

(1) The Minimization of Average Passenger Travel Cost } Z_1. \]

According to Assumption 4, the total travel cost of the passengers can be divided into two parts: one is the total cost of the passengers who do not transfer to associated bus routes } z^1, \text{ and the other is the total cost of ones who transfer to the associated bus routes } z^2.

The Description of } z^1

\[ z^1 \text{ mainly includes the following:} \]

(a) The waiting time of passengers } t_1\

\[ t_1 = \sum_{x=1}^k \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij,a}} \frac{1}{2} g_{ij,r} f_x \]

\[ + \sum_{x=1}^k \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij,a}} \frac{1}{2} g_{ij,r} \left( f_x + f_2 \right) \]

\[ + \sum_{x=1}^k \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij,a}} g_{ij,r} \left( f_x + \frac{1}{2} f_2 \right) \] (1)

(b) The transfer time of passengers } t_2:

\[ t_2 = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij,a}} g_{ij,r} \left( \frac{1}{v_1} l_{ij}^{r(\text{rail})} + \frac{1}{v_1} l_{ij}^{r(\text{bus})} + \frac{1}{v_1} \tilde{r}_{r_{ij}a} \right) \]

\[ + \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij,a}} g_{ij,r} \left( \frac{1}{v_1} l_{ij}^{r(\text{rail})} + \frac{1}{v_1} l_{ij}^{r(\text{bus})} + \frac{1}{v_1} \tilde{r}_{r_{ij}a} \right) \] (2)
(c) The time of passengers in bus vehicles $t_3$:

$$t_3 = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r \in R} \frac{l_{ij,bus} g_{ijr} x'_i}{v_2} + \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r \in R} \frac{l_{ij,rai} g_{ijr}}{v_3}$$

$$+ \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r \in R} \frac{l_{ij,ras} g_{ijr}}{v_3}$$

(d) The total ticket price $u$:

$$u = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r \in R} \delta_{ij,bus} g_{ijr} + \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r \in R} \delta_{ij,rai} g_{ijr} + \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r \in R} \delta_{ij,ras} g_{ijr}$$

$$\therefore \text{the total travel cost of the passengers who do not transfer to associated bus routes } z^1 \text{ is}$$

$$z^1 = (\varphi_1 t_1 + \varphi_2 t_2 + \varphi_3 t_3) \omega + u$$

(3) The Description of $z^2$

$z^2$ is the travel cost of the passengers who transfer to the associated bus routes. When the line form of the target bus line alters, the trip mode choices of the passengers may change accordingly.

$x'_c$ is defined as the 0-1 variable to indicate whether a stop station will be set here, so

$$x'_c = \begin{cases} 1 & x = 2 \\ 0 & x = 1, 0 \end{cases}$$

When $x'_c = 0$, $r_{ij} \in R_{ij,1}$, the bus line from $i$ to $j$ is not accessible, the passengers who have originally chosen the bus line will make the trip choices again, and they will transfer to the urban rail line or the associated bus route from $i$ to $j$. $w'_{ij}$ is defined as the travel cost of passengers who choose the path $r_{ij}$, according to the first principle of Wardrop, for the passengers, $w_{ij}^{r_{ij},t} \leq w_{ij}^{r_{ij},r}$. Thus, $w_{ij}^{r_{ij},r}$ is defined as

$$w_{ij}^{r_{ij},r} = (1 + \eta_{ij}) w_{ij}^{r_{ij},t}$$

Therefore, $z^2$ is obtained as follows:

$$z^2 = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r \in R} (1 - x'_i x'_j) \sum_{r \in R} [g_{ijr} u_{ijr}]$$

In summary, $Z_1$ is described as

$$Z_1 = \psi \left( z^1 + z^2 \right)$$


In order to describe the benefits that the bus operators concern, the operation cost of the bus line $z^1$ and the imbalance of load factors of bus line sections $z^2$ are considered. More operation cost of the bus line leads to fewer benefits to the bus operators. Meanwhile, the imbalance of load factors of bus line sections results in the inequality of vehicle utilization rates which leads to a decrease in the service life of the vehicles, and it also causes the unfairness of services for the passengers which brings about the reduction of the bus line's competitiveness. Thus, the increment of the imbalance of load factors will also lead to a decrease in $Z_2$.

Accordingly, the function that describes their connections is set as follows:

$$Z_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left( -\partial_1 \psi \left( z^1 \right) - \partial_2 \psi \left( z^2 \right) \right)$$

Then $z^1$ and $z^2$ are obtained as follows:

(3) The Description of $z^1$

If the number of the operating company's bus vehicles is fixed, it will not affect the optimization results. Meanwhile, the operation parameters of urban rail transit are fixed, so the operation cost of urban rail transit is fixed. Therefore, according to paper [4], the bus line operation cost is directly proportional to the operation time. Then $z^1$ is obtained:

$$z^1 = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{\Delta t_i k_X}{30 v_2 f_X}$$

(4) The Description of $z^2$

The standard deviation of load factors of bus line sections is used to describe the imbalance of them, so we have the following equation:

$$z^2 = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{X=1}^{k} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{r \in R} \frac{g_{ijr} u_{ijr}}{Z_1 f_X} - \frac{k_{a} Z_1 f_X}{k_{X} Z_1 f_X} \right]^{1/2}$$

$$= \frac{1}{k} \sum_{X=1}^{k} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{k} \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{r \in R} \frac{g_{ijr} u_{ijr}}{Z_1 f_X} - \frac{k_{a} Z_1 f_X}{k_{X} Z_1 f_X} \right]^{1/2}$$
where $\sum_{i \leq e} \gamma_i \sum_{j \geq e} \gamma_j \sum_{r \in R} g_{ij} / Z_a f_X$ is the load factor of section $\chi$ and $\sum_{x=1}^{k} \sum_{i \leq e} \gamma_i \sum_{j \geq e} \gamma_j \sum_{r \in R} g_{ij} / k Z_a f_X$ is the average load factor of the bus line.

In conclusion, the upper level model is formulated as follows:

$$\min \ Z = \theta_1 \min \ Z_1 - \theta_2 \max \ Z_2 \quad (13)$$

s.t. $\quad g_{ijr} \geq 0, \ \forall i \in I, \ j \in J, \ i < j, \ r_{ij} \in R_{ij}$

$$c_{ij,1}, c_{ij,2} = \begin{cases} [0, 1], & r_{ij} \in R_{ij,2} \\ [0, 1, 2], & r_{ij} \in R_{ij,3} \end{cases} \quad (13a)$$

$$f_{\min} \leq f_X \leq f_{\max} \quad (13b)$$

$$f_X = \frac{q_{\max}}{Z_a f_{\max}} \quad (13c)$$

$$\lambda_{\min} = \frac{\sum_{i \leq e} \gamma_i \sum_{j \geq e} \gamma_j \sum_{r \in R} g_{ij} x_i^j}{Z_a f_X} \leq \lambda_{\max} \quad (13d)$$

$$\lambda_{\min} \leq \frac{\hat{g}_{ijr} + g_{ijr} (1 - x_i^j x_j^i)}{Z_a f_{r_0}} \leq \lambda_{\max}, \ r_{ij} = \hat{r}_{ij} \quad (13e)$$

$$\sum_{x=1}^{k} \sum_{i \leq e} \gamma_i \sum_{j \geq e} \gamma_j \sum_{r \in R} g_{ij} x_i^j x_j^i / k k_X Z_a f_X \geq \lambda_{\min} \quad (13f)$$

$$\bar{c}_{i,j,3} \leq 2 \quad (13g)$$

$$\bar{n} \leq k_X \leq N - 1 \quad (13h)$$

$$l'_{ij,bus} \leq \Delta l_1 (N - 1) \quad (13i)$$

$$\delta'_{ij,bus} = \begin{cases} 1, & l'_{ij,bus} \leq 10000 \\ 1 + 0.5 \left( \frac{l'_{ij,bus} - 10000}{5000} \right), & l'_{ij,bus} > 10000 \end{cases} \quad (13j)$$

$$\delta'_{ij,rad} = \begin{cases} 3, & l'_{ij,rad} \leq 6000 \\ 4, & l'_{ij,rad} \in (6000, 12000) \\ 5, & l'_{ij,rad} \in (12000, 22000) \\ 6, & l'_{ij,rad} \in (22000, 32000) \end{cases} \quad (13k)$$

$$x_e \in \{0, 1, 2\}, \ e = 1, 2 \cdots N \quad (13l)$$

$$x^e = \begin{cases} 1 & x_e = 2 \\ 0 & x_e = 1, 0 \end{cases} \quad (13m)$$

2.3.2. The Lower Level Model. The lower level model is a passenger flow assignment model of public transport network based on Logit-SUE. According to the previous studies [19], the lower level model is established as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
\min \quad & Y = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij}} \int_0^{g_{ij}} \left( \int_0^{g_{i}} w_{ij}^r \left( x_i, x_j, k, g_{ij} \right) \right) \, dg + \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij}} \int_0^{g_{ij}} \left( \int_0^{g_{j}} w_{ij}^r \left( x_i, x_j, k, g_{ij} \right) \right) \, dg + \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij}} \int_0^{g_{ij}} \left( \int_0^{g_{i}} w_{ij}^r \left( x_i, x_j, k, g_{ij} \right) \right) \, dg \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \sum_{r_{ij} \in R_{ij}} g_{ijr} = Q_{ij} \\
\quad & \sum_{i \in I} Q_{ij} = Q \\
\quad & g_{ijr} = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{j \in J} g_{ijk} \rho_{ijr} \\
\quad & g_{ijr} = \begin{cases} 
0, & x_i' x_j' = 1 (r = r_{ij}) \\
0, & x_i' x_j' = 0 (r \in R_{ij1}) \\
0, & x_i' x_{o,2} = 0 (r \in R_{ij2} \cup R_{ij3}) \\
0, & x_{o,3} x_j' = 0 (r \in R_{ij3}) 
\end{cases} \\
\quad & a = 1, 2 \cdots N - 1 \\
\quad & g_{ijk} \geq 0 \\
\quad & x_i, x_j \in [0, 1] \\
\quad & k = 1, 2 \cdots m_{ij} \\
\quad & i, j = 1, 2 \cdots N, \ i < j \\
\quad & \rho_{ijr} = 0, 1 \\
\end{align*}
\]

The equivalence between the model and the SUE condition is proved as follows.

Firstly, the generalized Lagrange function of the model is constructed:

\[
L(g, \psi) = Y(g) - \sum_i \sum_j \psi_{ij} \left( \sum_{r=1}^{m_{ij}} g_{ijr} - Q_{ij} \right)
\]

Afterward, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of the optimization model are listed:

\[
g_{ijr} \frac{\partial L}{\partial g_{ijr}} = 0,
\]

Then we get

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial g_{ijr}} = \frac{\partial (Y(g) - \sum_i \sum_j \psi_{ij} (\sum_{r=1}^{m_{ij}} g_{ijr} - Q_{ij}))}{\partial g_{ijr}} = \frac{\partial Y(g)}{\partial g_{ijr}} - \psi_{ij} \geq 0
\]
Formula (14n) can be simplified as follows:
\[
g_{ijr} \left( w_{ijr} + \frac{1}{\kappa} \left( \ln g_{ijr} + 1 \right) - \psi_{ij} \right) = 0 \quad \text{(14o)}
\]
\[
w_{ijr} + \frac{1}{\kappa} \left( \ln g_{ijr} + 1 \right) - \psi_{ij} \geq 0 \quad \text{(14p)}
\]
\[
\sum_{r=1}^{m_{ij}} g_{ijr} = Q_{ij} \quad \text{(14q)}
\]
\[
g_{ijr} \geq 0 \quad \text{(14r)}
\]

Among them, \( \psi_{ij} \) is the K-T multiplier corresponding to (14b).

When \( g_{ijr} > 0 \), formula (14o) can be simplified as
\[
w_{ijr} + \frac{1}{\kappa} \left( \ln g_{ijr} + 1 \right) - \psi_{ij} = 0, \quad \forall i, j \quad \text{(14s)}
\]

Then we get
\[
g_{ijr} = \exp \left( \kappa \left( \psi_{ij} - w_{ijr} \right) - 1 \right) \quad \text{(14t)}
\]
\[
\psi_{ij} = w_{ijr} + \frac{1}{\kappa} \left( \ln g_{ijr} + 1 \right) \quad \text{(14u)}
\]

If we replace formulas (14t) and (14u) into formula (14b), the following Logit model can be obtained:
\[
g_{ijr} = \frac{Q_{ij} \exp \left( -\kappa w_{ijr} \right)}{\sum_{r=1}^{m_{ij}} \left( -\kappa w_{ijr} \right)} \quad \text{(14v)}
\]

At this point, the equivalence between the model and the SUE condition is proved.

3. Solution Algorithm

The upper level model is solved by genetic algorithm (GA), and the lower level model is solved by Method of Successive Average algorithm (MSA).

3.1. The Genetic Algorithm Design. Genetic algorithm (GA) is one of evolutionary algorithms in artificial intelligence approaches. Different from traditional optimization approaches, GA does not rely on the special characteristics of the problems and thus has no requirement on convexity and smoothness of functions and constraints [20]. It is widely applied in solving bus line planning optimization problems due to its extensive generality, strong robustness, high efficiency, and practical applicability. The main steps of GA are given as below.

(1) Chromosome Encoding. In this paper, each chromosome is composed of two parts. For the first part, the genes are the setting decisions of the bus stops, and the 0-1-2 encoding is used. When the code is 2, it indicates that the bus stop is reserved; when the code is 1, it indicates that the bus stop is cancelled; when the code is 0, the line is disconnected at this stop. For the second part, 0-1 binary encoding is used, and the variations of headways of every possible form of bus lines are chosen as genes. The expression of chromosome is shown in Figure 3 according to constraints (13m) and (13c).

(2) Generate Initial Individuals.

(1) The setting decisions of the bus stops: according to \( g_{ijr} \) obtained from the lower level model, the choice probability of each bus stop \( p_e (e \in S) \) which reflects its competitiveness is defined as
\[
p_e = \frac{\sum_{i \in E} \sum_{j \in E} \sum_{r \in R_{ij}} g_{ijr} + \sum_{i \in E} \sum_{j \in E} \sum_{r \in R_{ij}} g_{ijr}}{2Q} \tag{15}
\]

where \( \sum_{i \in E} \sum_{j \in E} \sum_{r \in R_{ij}} g_{ijr} + \sum_{i \in E} \sum_{j \in E} \sum_{r \in R_{ij}} g_{ijr} \) is the times that stop \( e \) is used by the passengers, and \( 2Q \) is the times that all the stops belonging to the bus line are used by the passengers. Identify \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) as the threshold values of bus stop choice probabilities; if \( p_e \leq c_1 \), mark stop \( e \) as “0”; if \( c_1 < p_e < c_2 \), mark stop \( e \) as “1”; if \( p_e \geq c_2 \), mark stop \( e \) as “2”.

Generate the genes according to the following principles:

For the stops whose number belonging to \( E \), assign the stops which are marked “0” equal probability to the genes of “0” or “1” randomly; assign the stops which are marked “1” equal probability to the genes of “0” or “1” or “2” randomly; the stops which are marked “2” have the genes of “2”.

For other stops, assign the stops which are marked “0” to the genes of “1”; assign the stops which are marked “1” equal probability to the genes of “1” or “2” randomly; the stops which are marked “2” have the genes of “2”.

(2) The headway of each possible shape of the bus line: assign the genes of the headway randomly according to constraints (13c).

(3) Chromosome Adjustment. The chromosomes of headways are decoded into real solutions. Specifically, if the genes of first part of the chromosome are beyond constraints (13i), they will be replaced by the genes which are corresponding with the original shape of the bus line. Besides, if the gene “1” is adjacent to gene “0”, the chromosome becomes infeasible. Then the two continuous genes “01” will be replaced by genes “02” and the two continuous genes “10” will be replaced by genes “20”. These steps are repeated until the solution satisfies all constraints.

(4) Fitness Calculation. It is necessary to transform the objective function (14a)–(14v) into a maximization problem since the GA is designed for solving maximization problem. The following equation is used to transform the fitness values.
\[
\text{fitness} = -\theta_1 \min Z_1 + \theta_2 \max Z_2 + \omega \tag{16}
\]

where \( \omega \) is a constant to keep the fitness value as a positive value, and it is generally taken as the maximum value of the objective function.

(5) Crossover and Mutation Operations. The fitness of the chromosome is sorted, and the largest two chromosomes are recorded before crossover and mutation. Single-point crossover and mutation operations are used in this step. The new children will be adjusted to feasible solutions according to step “Chromosome Adjustment”.

Other detailed steps and approaches of GA are similar to the standard GA. The procedure for GA in this problem includes the following steps:
Step 1. Generate initial individuals.

Step 2. Adjust chromosomes to a feasible solution.

Step 3. Calculate fitness of each individual and record the optimal solution.

Step 4. Terminate when the maximum number of generations is reached; otherwise, turn to Step 5.

Step 5. Obtain new chromosomes applying the operators like selection, crossover, and mutation; turn to Step 2.

3.2. The MSA Algorithm Design. The lower level model is solved by MSA algorithm, which has been widely used in traffic distribution. The MSA algorithm is designed as follows:

Step 1. Define G as the collection of passenger flow in each path, $G^{[0]} = 0$. Then the cost of each path under $G^{[0]}$ is calculated and the collection of each path cost is defined as $W(G^{[0]})$. The passenger flow from $i$ to $j$ in path $r$, which is defined as $g_{ijr}$, is then obtained through Logit model. Let $k' = 1$, $g_{ijr}^{[1]} = g_{ijr}$, then the new passenger flow collection $G^{[1]}$ is obtained.

Step 2. $W(G^{[k']})$ can be calculated when $G^{[k']}$ is obtained, and then the passenger flow from $i$ to $j$ in path $r$ is obtained as $g_{ijr}^{[k']}$, which is calculated by the same method as Step 1. And the additional passenger flow is obtained as $G^{[k]}$.

Step 3. Convergence judgment: terminate when $W(G^{[k']}) \left( \frac{G^{[k']} - G^{[k']}}{G^{[k']} - G^{[k']}} \right)^T G^{[k']} \leq \varepsilon$; otherwise, let $G^{[k+1]} = \frac{1}{k'(k' + 1)}(G^{[k']} + G^{[k']})$, $k' = k' + 1$; then turn to Step 2.

4. Case Study

4.1. Model Parameters and Optimization Result

4.1.1. The Network. The public transportation network in a region of a Chinese city is taken as an example in this section. As shown in Figure 4, the network consists of 10 urban rail lines and 1 long through-type bus line. The target bus line has 32 stops, 21 of which are located in the dense area of rail transit network. The scope of the study includes 496 OD pairs and 471 associated bus routes.

4.1.2. The Parameters. The values of the parameters involved in the optimization model are shown in Table 1. Among them, the values of parameter 1 to parameter 12 are set according to the actual surveys and the references, and others are set according to the existing studies.

Besides, $\theta_1 : \theta_2$ is 1:1 and $\theta_1 : \theta_2$ is 1:1. At the same time, the value of $\varphi_3$ is connected with the standing-passenger density of the bus vehicles, according to paper [22]; if $\lambda_n$ is defined as the load factor of the section $n_1$, then

$$
\varphi_3 = \begin{cases} 
0 & \lambda_n < 0.34 \\
0.24 & 0.34 < \lambda_n < 0.59 \\
0.86 & \lambda_n > 0.59
\end{cases}
$$

4.1.3. Result Analysis

(1) Optimization Result. The model and algorithm were implemented on Matlab2014b. The population size is 400, crossover probability is 0.9, mutation probability is 0.2, and maximum generation is 150, $\varepsilon$ is 0.05. The objective function value of each generation is shown in Figure 5. The result shows that the GA has good convergence to solve the proposed model, and the algorithm began to converge after the 116th generation.

(2) Performance Indicators. The line form of the bus line before and after optimization is shown in Figure 6. After the optimization, the long through-type bus line is split into two separate lines. Table 2 indicates that, after the optimization, the value of the objective function is improved by 27.2% in comparison with the original scheme. Even though the passengers’ average travel cost has a 4.7% increase, the operation cost is decreased by 18.6%. The optimization results validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the model.

The bus line to be optimized shown in Figure 4 has 32 bus stops and 31 sections. We number the bus line sections from 1 to 31 according to the running direction of the bus, as shown in Figure 7.

The load factors of the bus line sections before and after optimization are incarnated in the form of gradient map, as shown in Figure 8. For each section, the filling color of a rectangle is used to reflect the load factor of the section: the lighter the filling color, the higher the load factor.

Then, the following conclusions can be drawn according to Figure 8:

Before optimization, the sections with load factor less than 30% account for about 45.2% of the total. The sections with high load factors are mostly located in the area between the suburbs and the dense urban rail network with the direction from suburbs to the city center. The high load factors
Table 1: The parameter values in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The parameters</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Δ₁₁</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Δ₁₂</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>l₁</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>l₂</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>f₂</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>f_{rail}</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>f_{min}</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>f_{max}</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(\lambda_{min})</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>c₁</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>c₂</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The comparison of important values between optimized bus line and the original one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th>((z₁ + z₂)/Q) (yuan)</th>
<th>(\dot{z}₁) (h)</th>
<th>(\dot{z}²)</th>
<th>(\bar{z})</th>
<th>(f_x (\text{min})) Line1</th>
<th>Line2</th>
<th>(P_{\text{rail}}) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>6.551</td>
<td>28.704</td>
<td>0.2039</td>
<td>0.3706</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>6.856</td>
<td>15.462</td>
<td>0.1660</td>
<td>0.3746</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

result in a large operating pressure. After optimization, the sections with load factor less than 30% account for about only 22.6% of the total. A feeder bus line connecting the suburbs and the dense urban rail network with a smaller headway contributes to reducing the operating pressure. Similarly, a longer bus line situated in the dense urban rail network with a larger headway is conducive to improving the load factors of the sections which are very low before optimization. The promotion of load factors of sections within a reasonable range will help to improve the equality of bus vehicle utilization rates and reduce the operation costs of bus companies.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis. Different values of parameters involved in the optimization may lead to different optimization results. Most of the parameters can be confirmed to relatively reasonable values according to the actual surveys and the references. However, some important parameters are influenced by many factors that are difficult to quantify, and they cannot be easily confirmed. Accordingly, the impacts of their changes on optimization results are necessary to discuss here.

4.2.1. Weight Coefficients of Subgoals \(\theta₁\) and \(\theta₂\). The weight coefficients of \(Z₁\) and \(Z₂\) in the upper level model are closely related to the government consideration and the benefits of the bus operators; their changes may lead to different optimization results. Accordingly, \(\theta₁\) stands for the attention that the government consideration gets, and \(\theta₂\) stands for the attention that the bus company's benefits get.

When \(\theta₁/\theta₂\) takes for different values, which are set as 5 scenarios shown in Table 3, the analysis of the change law of the optimization results was given as follows, which are shown in Table 3 and Figure 9.

Figure 9 indicates that when the value of \(\theta₁/\theta₂\) changes, it is better to divide the long through-type bus line into several separate bus lines under the condition of unbalanced passenger flow distribution.

(1) For the feeder buses connecting the suburbs and the dense urban rail network with the direction from suburbs to the city center, the changes of the value of \(\theta₁/\theta₂\) do not have significant impacts on their headways. Considering the limitation of the load factors of bus line sections and the passengers' trip cost, their headways can never be too small or too large, and they are set as 4 min in the optimization results in the case.
The public transport competition network in the case.

**Table 3**: The different scenarios and the optimal $f_x$.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>$(z^1 + z^2)/Q$ (yuan)</th>
<th>$z^1$ (h)</th>
<th>$z^2$</th>
<th>$\bar{\lambda}$</th>
<th>$\theta_1:\theta_2$</th>
<th>Optimized $f_x$ (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.650</td>
<td>18.561</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.4259</td>
<td>1:0.0</td>
<td>4 11 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.770</td>
<td>18.561</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.3898</td>
<td>1:0.5</td>
<td>4 11 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.856</td>
<td>15.462</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.3746</td>
<td>1:1.0</td>
<td>4 15 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.951</td>
<td>13.671</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.4962</td>
<td>1:2.0</td>
<td>4 19 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.909</td>
<td>11.112</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.4563</td>
<td>1:3.0</td>
<td>4 17 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: The important values of the model under different values of $\omega$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\omega$ (yuan/h)</th>
<th>$(z_1 + z_2)/Q$ (yuan)</th>
<th>$\dot{z}_1$ (h)</th>
<th>$\dot{z}_2$</th>
<th>$f_\kappa$ (min)</th>
<th>$P_{rail}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>24.60</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>18.36</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>51.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>15.46</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>57.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) When the bus operation cost becomes more important in the model, the bus operation cost will decrease, but its reduction is limited due to the randomness of $\dot{z}_2$. At the same time, more importance on bus operation cost will lead to larger headways of the longer bus line and bigger average load factor.

(3) When the value of $\theta_1/\theta_2$ decreases to 1:3 (scenario 5), the bus line is divided into three separate bus lines with independent operation, respectively, and the operation cost is still being reduced. Reasonable optimization of the bus line form can effectively reduce its operation cost. For the unbalanced passenger flow distribution, the more attention the bus operation cost is paid on, the more conducive the multiple bus lines with independent operation are to reduce operation cost compared with the long through-type bus line.

Generally, for the supply side, when the average load factor of the bus line sections is constrained and the imbalance of each load factor of bus line sections is considered during the optimization, multiple bus lines with independent operation, respectively, will be better than the long through-type bus line under the condition of unbalanced passenger flow distribution. Meanwhile, the degree of the attention to the supply side and the demand-side will not have a significant impact on the headways of the feeder buses with the direction from suburbs to the city center. Also, reasonable optimization of the bus line form can effectively reduce its operation cost, and the more attention the bus operation cost is paid on, the better the multiple bus lines are under the condition of unbalanced passenger flow distribution.

4.2.2. Time Value That Passengers Perceive $\omega$. Cities with different levels of urban construction, economic development, and employment have different average values of $\omega$ for the commuters, especially in different countries. However, the changes of $\omega$ may lead to the changes of passengers’ trip mode choices. When $\omega$ is increased from 4 yuan/h to 16 yuan/h, the optimization results are shown in Table 4 and the forms of the optimized bus line are shown in Figure 10.

Table 4 indicates that higher time value that passengers perceive leads to the higher average travel cost, and passengers then prefer to choose faster trip mode. The choice probability of urban rail transit increases gradually, and the bus line operation cost decreases.

As to the form of the optimized bus line, shown in Figure 10, when the value of $\omega$ is low, the bus mode plays a very important role in the public transit network because of its low trip cost, and the form of long bus line with more stop stations is better for passengers’ travel demand. When the value of $\omega$ is higher, the passengers prefer to choose faster trip mode and the rapidity and punctuality of urban rail transit are more prominent. Thus, the feeder bus lines with the functions of gathering and dispersing the passengers of urban rail transit are better for passengers’ travel demand. At the same time, the headways of the feeder buses starting from the suburbs to the center of the city are generally small enough to meet the large passenger demand during peak hours. However, the headways of the feeder buses which have the opposite direction are relatively large.

The load factors of bus line sections corresponding to the lines shown in Figure 10 are given in Figure 11. It indicates the following:

(1) When the value of $\omega$ is low (4 yuan/h in the case), more passengers choose the bus trip mode, and the form of long bus line is better. Considering the bus line’s average load factor can never be beyond the constraints $(13g)$, the headway of the bus line cannot be set too small. Thus, the load factors of the sections located in the line from the suburbs to urban rail network are usually high ($\omega = 4$, from section 1 to section 5 in Figure 10). However, the load factors of the sections located in the line from urban rail network to the suburbs are usually low ($\omega = 4$, from section 25 to section 30 in Figure 10).

(2) As the increment of $\omega$ (8–12 yuan/h in the case), the long bus line is divided into two bus lines, which consist of a feeder bus line and a longer bus line, and the headway of the feeder bus is usually small.
Figure 6: The comparison of the bus line form between the optimized and original one.

Figure 7: The long through-type bus line.

Figure 8: The load factors of the optimized bus line and the original one.

Figure 9: The optimal line forms of the bus line in different scenarios.
(3) When the value of $\omega$ increases to 16 yuan/h, the long bus line is divided into three bus lines, which consist of two feeder bus lines and a longer bus line. Then fewer passengers choose the bus mode, especially the feeder bus line from the city center to the suburbs. Accordingly, setting the feeder bus line from the city center to the suburbs a larger headway will help to reduce the bus line operation cost.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a bilevel optimization model on the adjustment schemes of long through-type bus lines considering the impacts of the rail transit network and the influences on other associated bus routes was presented to minimize the integrated target value, including the average passenger travel cost and the benefits of the bus operators. A genetic algorithm is developed to solve the proposed model and the effectiveness is tested by a numerical example.

The results show that the proposed model is effective and efficient to improve the quality of the long through-type bus line, which reflects not only in the reduction of the bus operation cost, but also in the reasonable distribution of passengers in different sections, and the low load factors of the bus line sections have also been improved. At the same time, it is better to divide the long through-type bus line into several bus lines with independent operation, respectively, under the condition of unbalanced passenger flow distribution. Moreover, reasonable optimization of the bus line form can effectively reduce its operation cost. For the unbalanced passenger flow distribution, the more importance the operator benefits are attached to, the more apt the long through-type bus line is to be divided into several separate bus lines with independent operation, respectively. Besides, the higher time value that the passengers perceive leads more passengers to choose faster trip mode, and the combination of feeder bus lines and a longer bus line is more suitable for passengers’ travel demand.
The passengers who transfer to the target bus line from other bus lines due to the changes of its operation scheme have not been considered due to the complexity of the problem in this study. Future research will attempt to take this part of the passengers into consideration in order to make the model more realistic.
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